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Abstract
Novel remote operation paradigms, such as teleteaching/tele-learning, virtual laboratories, and online robots, represent challenging distributed robotic
applications, where developers must deal with heterogeneous, dynamic, and highly concurrent control systems. Distributed Object Computing can be essential
to cope with the complexity of such systems, offering
the many advantages of the Object Oriented programming paradigm.
In this paper, we describe the development of a
teleoperated robotic application exploiting a framework for distributed telerobotics based on advanced
CORBA features, such as Asynchronous Method Invocation and real-time priorities. The case study
demonstrates the potential advantages brought by
CORBA on the overall development process of telerobotic applications.
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Introduction

Distributed computing systems and Internet technologies have opened new application perspectives to
robot teleoperation systems. Examples of novel applications, often broadly termed as “networked” or
“on-line” robot systems [9], are tele-teaching/telelearning, virtual laboratories, remote and on-line
equipment maintenance, and projects requiring collaboration among remote users, experts, and devices [1, 2, 9]. General advantages of telerobotic systems built on top of distributed computing systems
technology are reduced system cost, arbitrary location of clients, dynamic access to remote expertise
as needed, backup client sites (e.g., for teleprogramming), decreased cost of operator training [13].
Deployment of many new telerobotic applications
largely depends upon the cost factor. In the traditional approach to robot teleoperation [20], a dedicated system architecture ensures tight coupling of a
single client device (master) and a server robot (slave)

by means of a dedicated connection. The dedicated
nature of the architecture makes this approach to
teleoperation economically acceptable only for critical applications. The viability of many new telerobotic applications thus rests upon exploitation of
standard components and technology. Furthermore,
several teleoperation applications can benefit, or even
require, the ability to connect multiple users at the
client side, possibly with dynamic commanding roles.
Such a feature is clearly incompatible with a traditional master-slave architecture.
In order to make physical resources such as robots
or sensors dynamically available to multiple users,
they must be managed by software applications
(termed servers) accepting incoming requests and providing control and arbitration over resource allocation. Users interact with client applications for task
programming and monitoring. A key feature of the
system architecture is thus the interconnection channel, which now must be shared among multiple clients
and servers to enable distributed collaboration. When
users have arbitrary locations, or when distance and
cost factors dictate it, the interconnection channel
is implemented through the Internet. The use of
standard, general-purpose interconnection technologies, while providing essential functional advantages,
exacerbates the latency and bandwidth problems that
must be faced in all telerobotic systems. These problems compound with certain properties typical of new
applications. In distributed telerobotic applications,
systems are extremely heterogeneous: they are often
implemented using previously available devices, based
on specialized hardware acquired from different vendors, running different operating systems and programmed in a variety of languages. Moreover, these
systems are also dynamic: in a general scenario, sensor and robot controllers can dynamically connect to
the network resulting in changes in the number and
location of peers, in service roles that can change at
run-time, and in the need of load reconfiguration to
improve distributed system performance. Clients can
also register or disconnect at run-time and bid for

commanding or supervisory roles, leading to a variety of dynamic interaction patterns.
1.1 Middleware Software
Building a teleoperation architecture from scratch
for heterogeneous and dynamic systems is not always
feasible, due to economic and time constraints. Following a trend in modern distributed systems design,
open, reconfigurable, and scalable architectures can
be built using standard middleware software for distributed object computing. Available solutions include the JavaSoft’s Java Remote Method Invocation
(Java RMI), Microsoft’s Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM) and OMG’s Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA).
Sun’s
Java
RMI
(http://java.sun.com/
products/jdk/rmi) provides a simple and fast
model for distributed object architecture. It extends
the well-known remote invocation model to allow the
shipment of objects: data and methods are packaged
and shipped across the network to a recipient that
must be able to unpackage and interpret the message.
The main drawback of the RMI approach is that
the whole application must be written in Java. This
constraint is troublesome in common heterogeneous
environments of robotic applications, often incorporating legacy and specialized hardware and software
components.
Microsoft’s DCOM (http://www.microsoft.com/
com/tech/DCOM.asp) supports distributed object
computing allowing transparent access to remote objects. While DCOM overcomes RMI reliance on
Java using an Object Description Language to achieve
language-independence, it still has limitations concerning legacy code and scalability of applications.
Developer’s options are indeed restricted because
DCOM is a proprietary solution mainly working on
Microsoft operating systems.
When language-, vendor-, and operating system-

independence is a goal, CORBA (http://www.corba.
org) is a mature solution that provides similar mechanisms for transparently accessing remote distributed
objects while overcoming the interoperability problems of Java RMI and DCOM. Several established
middleware implementations binding a wide variety of
languages and operating systems are currently available based on the vendor-independent specification
promoted by the Object Management Group (OMG)
(http://www.omg.org).
At the moment, CORBA seems the logical choice
for building complex distributed applications. This
paper focuses on the advantages brought by CORBA
on the overall development process of a teleoperation
system, described in the next section.
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Development of a teleoperated robotic
application

The teleoperation case study investigated in this
paper is a modified master-slave system. The operator, provided with direct continuous teleoperated
control of the remote device, is required to perform
an easy peg-in-hole part mating task.
The telerobotic system is implemented with the
experimental setup illustrated in Figure 1. The remote manipulator is an Unimation Puma 560, interfaced to an Intel machine with Solaris OS running the
RCI/RCCL programming environment. The sensory
system comprises a black and white camera and an
IR proximity sensor mounted near the gripper of the
manipulator, a video camera mounted on the ceiling
shooting the testbed area, and a stereo vision system
in front of the task site.
The remote environment can be monitored by several client stations through the broadcast of the data
collected by the sensors previously listed. Each client
station runs a Client Application allowing to graphically choose the required services among those avail-
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Figure 1: The experimental testbed.
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able in the system. A more advanced station is also
provided with a multimodal user interface including a
virtual reality glove and a six d.o.f. tracker.
In the experiments described hereafter, local and
remote computing systems are connected using a Fast
Ethernet switch, which does not introduce substantial
delay (the latency is less than 100µs).
2.1

Client

To allow the clients to interact with the remote environment, program and monitor the task, each client
station is provided with a Client Application. The
Client Application is built upon CORBA services providing transparency about location and implementation of the available components. The user can search
for components (CORBA objects) looking for a Naming Service through one of the menu items of the
Graphical User Interface (Figure 2) provided with the
Client Application.
The Naming Service, one of the basic CORBA Services, will then locate the objects based on their name
and will return the reference to the remote object
stored under that name. This allows dynamic configuration of the application (i.e. adding new sensoriality, moving available hardware) without any change
in the client code.
The teleoperation application includes several heterogeneous sensors whose data must be broadcasted to
the client stations and quickly returned to the user.
Figure 2 shows the interface of the Client Application displaying the received information. To reduce
latency of sensor return to the user, requiring concurrent update of multiple windows, the Client Application has been implemented with a multi-threaded
structure, overlapping computation and communication.
For the definition of application tasks, the operator can choose between two alternatives. The simplest
one is to submit a sequence of single commands (i.e.,
move the arm to position P , grab the video image, get
the value of the proximity sensor, close the gripper,...).
A more practical alternative is to define the application by editing a program, that will then be interpreted, using a C-like high level language. To execute
the sequence of single actions, the Client Application
can use Synchronous Method Invocation on remote
objects, blocking itself until the server notifies the end
of the requested activity. This wait-and-go approach,
however, cannot be used in the proposed testbed application. Indeed, the client needs to invoke execution
of concurrent actions at the server asking to receive
data from multiple sensor sources while controlling the
movement of the arm and of the gripper. As recently
the Asynchronous Method Invocations (AMI) model,
dealing with non-blocking invocation, has been introduced in the CORBA standard, the developed appli-

Figure 2: A snapshot of the Client Application output with windows displaying sensory information received from the remote site.
cation has taken advantage of asynchronous calls implementing a waiting rendezvous strategy [3] to meet
these requirements.
2.2 Server
As shown in Figure 1, the testbed includes a Server
Application managing a Puma manipulator and several sensors according to client requests, whose order
and urgency should be preserved.
To coordinate manipulator usage and guarantee its
own consistency when accessed by concurrently executing computations, the Server Application exploits
the CORBA Concurrency Control Service. This service uses locks to represent the ability of a specific
client to access a specific resource in a particular way.
Coordination is therefore achieved by preventing multiple clients from simultaneously possessing locks for
the same resource if the activities of those clients
might conflict [15]. Still under development is instead
the use of the Security Service to provide protection
against the possibility, for an authorized user of the
system, to gain access to CORBA object methods that
should be hidden to him. Currently, there are two separate Client Applications, one for standard users and
the other for the supervisor user. The latter can also
stop the whole application in emergency case, but a
safer and more appropriate design should instead exploit the Security Service.
The testbed application allows multiple clients to
concurrently monitor and control the task, possibly
resulting in a high number of requests to the server.
Managing these requests while preserving their invocation order and urgency requires a server with an
efficient multithreaded architecture. To meet this re-

quirement, the Server Application has been implemented using the Thread Pool mechanism, available
in RT CORBA [7]. With this mechanism, a group
of threads is statically created at start-up time thus
avoiding the overhead of thread creation/destruction
at run-time and constraining the maximum number
of threads on the server.
The Server Application must also be sensitive to
client request priorities. Indeed, supervisor’s requests
are more urgent than standard users’ ones, and even
the same client can send requests of different urgency.
To support priorities of client requests, we take advantage from a specific feature of the RT CORBA
standard, Priority Mapping, to convert CORBA priority levels assigned to CORBA operations to OS native priority levels or vice versa. RT CORBA introduces also two models that can be adopted on
a per-method invocation basis: SERVER DECLARED and
CLIENT PROPAGATED. In the SERVER DECLARED model each
object is associated to a priority level during its creation, whereas in the CLIENT PROPAGATED model the
Client Application establishes the priority of each
method invocation, and the Server Application must
honor this priority.
A functionality implemented in the server thanks to
RT CORBA priority features is the ”Emergency Button” object, whose only method push() stops the application in emergency situations. The priority of this
method is SERVER DECLARED as it must always be executed at the highest available priority to immediately
stop the system. To deal with the possibility that the
server cannot immediately execute the method due to
priority inversion or thread being exhausted, Thread
Pool with Lanes, another feature of RT CORBA, has
been exploited. As threads in separate Lanes are associated to different, non-overlapping ranges of priorities, the creation of a lane with a single thread at the
highest priority reserved for the execution of the push
method guarantees its predictable behavior.
2.3

attach(Video x) (Figure 3-1) on the Camera object
(the subject), passing a reference to a Video object
(the observer ) Each Camera object holds a list of
all Video objects that have been attached. When
video data are ready, the Server Application can invoke the video obj[i].draw(image data) (Figure 32) method of all “attached” video objects. The
method detach() (Figure 3-3) allows the client to
stop the video stream, removing its reference from the
data distribution list.
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Experiments and discussion

In [3] we proposed a software framework based
on Real-Time CORBA and we assessed its effectiveness in the concurrent execution (with different priority levels) of simple telerobotic tasks. In this paper we have verified the completeness, modularity and
flexibility of the framework implementing the peg-inhole task, a complete telerobotic application with rich
and heterogeneous sensorial data returned to multiple
clients.
The development of a Server required only the implementation of CORBA objects for supported devices, i.e. no further code implementation is needed
for the communication layer since the Server code
is based on already available CORBA Services integrated in the framework.
In the context of the peg-in-hole experimental
setup, we evaluated the influence of sensor feedback
on operator’s performance. To this purpose, we implemented several testbeds combining subsets of the
available field sensors (on-board camera, IR proximity sensor and field-vision camera). The task involved
insertion of a square peg with about 3 mm peg-hole
clearance. After a training session of two minutes with
the input device (glove and tracker), ten unskilled operators were able to successfully complete the peg-inhole task. An analysis of the times to perform the
C2

Distributing sensor data

The problem of distributing sensor data to multiple clients is typical of new telerobotic applications
and deserves a careful attention. For efficiency, data
acquisition and distribution should avoid polling operations. Moreover, each client should be able to define
the desired data receiving rate to avoid unnecessary
distribution of data.
To achieve these goals, distribution of sensor data
is based on the Observer pattern [8]. This pattern requires definition of two CORBA classes for
each available sensor: the subject at the server side
and the observer at the client side. An example of
the implemented solution for a hand-eye microcamera follows (Figure 3). To receive video data from a
camera, a Client Application (C2) calls the method
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Figure 3: Video broadcasting: interaction between
the CORBA objects when two Client Applications (C1
and C2) are attached to the same Server (S1).

tests revealed that operators provided with feedback
from multiple sensors had a faster learning curve, i.e.,
faster decreasing experimental duration across consecutive peg-in-hole tasks.
The implementation of the various alternative
testbeds exploited the capability of the framework to
easily cope with changes in the architecture: new devices could be easily and quickly integrated in the
Server, requiring only implementation of the interface
and methods available to Client Applications. Moreover, the location transparency provided by CORBA
and portability of the framework to a number of operating systems allowed the same code to be used in
several Client stations and reallocation of sensoriality
among heterogeneous Server stations.
The class diagram in Figure 4 shows an example of
the use of the framework for the development of one of
the studied testbed. The example involves two Server
Applications, one for manipulator control and local
sensoriality and the other for distribution of video images from a stereo vision system.
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skills, and therefore requiring easy-to-use command
interfaces [9, 2].
A drawback of several early Internet telerobotic
architectures is that they are rebuilt from scratch,
and based on Socket API or on CGI. These technologies are suitable for development of simple interfaces
but are clearly inadequate in providing fundamental services for complex distributed applications [12].
These problems can be overcome by integrating COTS
components to reduce the software life-cycle costs,
but only recently object-oriented middleware, such as
CORBA, has been used to develop telerobotics systems. Initial work on teleoperation with CORBA took
a simple approach to ORB technology, ignoring fundamental components such as the Naming Service for
location transparency [4], or exploited CORBA only
for interoperability of previously developed components [17].
Following these experiences, other investigations
used CORBA to achieve interoperability and location
transparency in their applications and to exploit other
useful CORBA Services [6,16,10,11,21]. Nevertheless,
to our knowledge, they do not take full advantage of
the multithreading and asynchronous method invocation extensions of the CORBA standard.
Nonblocking asynchronous communications have
been viewed as essential to build a distributed robotic
system [6], but unavailability of this feature in earlier
CORBA implementations required either exploitation
of non-standard middlewares [6] or use of CORBA
oneway methods [16] for nonblocking communica-

Related Work

The use of Internet for the execution of distributed
task in telerobotic systems has rapidly increased during the last decade [6]. Many researchers have investigated the difficulty of performing assembly operations over the Internet as a result of communication delays and packet losses [13, 14, 19, 5]. Another
stream of research has addressed the interaction between robot and web users, usually lacking technical
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Figure 4: The application task Class Diagram.
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tions. The second solution is quite questionable due
to the ”best effort” semantics of oneway operations,
which could result in a loss of calls or in a change
in the order of packet reception. With the current
AMI invocation model, these implementation choices
are no longer justified. We believe that these features
provide fundamental advantages in the development
of distributed real-time and embedded systems.
As shown in this paper, Real-Time CORBA ORBs
allow these systems to use multithreading while controlling the amount of memory and processor resources they consume. Previous CORBA releases, instead, did not provide standard mechanisms to deal
with request priority and multithreading. These features are needed, however, to reduce unbounded priority inversion without the need of costly hand-crafted
mechanisms [18].
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Conclusion

The growing popularity of the CORBA architecture as middleware for distributed real-time and embedded systems has made it an interesting candidate
for development of telerobotic applications. In this
paper, through the development of a realistic telerobotic experiment, we investigated whether two recent
extensions of the CORBA standard (Asynchronous
Method Invocation and Real-Time CORBA) make it
more suitable for the needs of telerobotic applications.
Our experience in the development of the case
study indicates that the latest CORBA specifications
do reduce the programming effort in complex applications, hiding to developers details regarding the communication among distributed objects. Of course,
CORBA does not implement an application by itself,
and additional work is required to develop a telerobotic system. Our experience has led to a software framework [3] that achieves flexibility, portability, openness, extensibility, and reusability of the application. We are currently working on the framework
to improve the distribution of sensor data and to take
advantage from other CORBA Services coping with
fault-tolerance and security issues.
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